Seers
Treatment Tables

Stock Colors

Dark Grey

Deep Blue

Custom Colors*

Black

Mundial vinyl with marindale rating of 100 000 rubs.

Seers Medical, an innovative medical engineering company with over 20 years of experience
manufacturing Akron tables, is the leading UK manufacturer of physiotherapy, rehabilitation and
medical tables. Now offering a broad line of treatment tables, in the following pages we are
showing you the most popular models among Canadian physiotherapists. These models have
been engineered with the needs of the clinician in mind. Seers distributes to over 60 countries
worldwide; OrthoCanada is very fortunate and proud to be the exclusive Canadian distributor
for the Seers Medical product line.

Seers V-335 3-section Mobilization Table
with 90˚ drop end, perimeter foot switch
and dark grey Upholstery

Burgundy

Cherry

Cream

Lotus Green

Sky Blue

Light Grey

*More custom colors available upon request.

One Hand Release
One hand release head section. Fitted with
power assited anti-entrapment gas struts.
(Refer to description on opposite page).

Anti-Entrapment Gas Struts
The backrest and head section are fitted with
power-assisted anti-entrapment gas struts
which provide a very safe and reliable control
mechanism. They require the use of the release
lever only when returning the section back to
the “closed or negative” position. This unique
design greatly reduces the possibility of the
gas strut seals being damaged by misuse or
with accidents.

Anti-Bacterial Upholstery
1.6” medium density foam, covered with a
waterproof, anti-bacterial, fire retardant Mundial
vinyl. The anti-bacterial impregnated upholstery
protects against microbial and fungal growth
including salmonella and E coli. This vinyl has a
very high Martindale rating of 100,000 rubs
which indicates that it’s extremely hard wearing
and will last for many years if treated and
cleaned correctly. (Martindale is an abrasion
test and most vinyls are rated at 50,000).

Self Lubricating Bearings
Precision made self lubricating bearings which
ensure that the couch frame repeatedly raises
and lowers in a smooth and silent manner with
minimal maintenance.

Retractable Wheel Design
Activated at each end of the table. Simply push
the lever down to raise the table on its wheels
for easy transport. Once the table is properly
positioned, flick the lever upward to drop the
table down onto its 4 legs. This wheel system is
a well proven design and has been produced
for over 30 years.

Sturdy Wheels
The wheels are 3” in diameter and have a
combined load capacity of 660lbs which is more
than enough to support the weight of the table
with a patient and therefore suitable for many
years of use. Not to be used to transport patients.

Treated Frames with
High Load Capacity
Perimeter Foot Switch

Adjustable Leveling Foot
Adjustable leveling foot for uneven flooring can
easily be adjusted to set all 4 legs firmly on the
ground for added stability.

This is the best design, by far. The Seers
perimeter foot switch is motionless. No need to
push it up/down or from side to side to activate
the motor. Simple foot pressure on the top or
bottom of the switch membrane will activate
the table height upwards or downwards as
required, leaving the clinicians’ hands free to
support or work with their patient. This design
has proven to be trouble free.

All table frames are treated against rust prior
to being coated, and stove enamelled with
epoxy powder paint which includes an
anti-microbial additive for additional infection
control and ease of cleaning. 3mm thick steel
walls to provide extreme strength and product
longevity. Safe lifting capacity of 528lbs and
the capacity to be upgraded to 715lbs purely
by fitting a more powerful motor. Tables are
tested with 2.5 times their lifting capacity
(tested with 1320 lbs).

